


















A Reading of Paradise Lost（II） 
　　The scenes of Books I and II of Paradise Lost are set in Hell, which is an 
appropriate place to represent the condition of the human world. However, 
only angels are depicted in this Hell. Judging from the typological view-point 
of the poem, these fallen angels are regarded as the types of fallen men and 
women who live on the Earth after their Expulsion from Paradise. 
Additionally, these fallen men and women are prey to all kinds of fierce 
maladies, and can only pray for salvation from their present predicament.
　　In Book III, their prayers are answered. The dialogue between God and 
the Son is mainly about the redemption of man. This portion, considered to 
contain the most sublime lines in the poem, expresses the most significant 
biblical message in its full form. In the Bible, God said to Abraham, ‘I am the 
Almighty God;...and be thou perfect.’（Gen.17:1）. “Almighty” and “perfect” are 
the principal key-words necessary to explain the reason why there must be 
the Cross of Jesus Christ in Christianity. Book III contains the promise---
unknown to man---of his redemption between God and the Son in Heaven. The 
process in which the promise is delivered to man is depicted in Books XI and 
XII, in both of which the order of “first,” “second,” and “last” is important. 
The order in Book XI and Book XII is Adam, Noah, and Christ; and Abraham, 
David, and Christ, respectively, although the name “Christ” does not appear in 
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あ
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あ
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。
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あ
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。
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く
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我
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が
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知
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も
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れ
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な
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そ
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あ
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。
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結
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